CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
which were parked at Daggahbur and two at Sasabaneh,
these moving later to Borkut: ammunition was limited.
Four Maxim-Nordenfelds of nineteen hundred, sterile tubes,
impressed the Somalis around Sasabaneh, but were
exceeded in point of age and incapacity by eight guns
captured at the first battle of Adowa, which were kept by
Wehib Pasha as a last stand-by in what he called his
" deuxieme Verdun " at Jijiga.
This was the sum total of the Ethiopian armament in the
South, against air bombardment, tanks, gas, field artillery
and machine-guns, and troops of usefulness varying from
that of the Libyans to that of the Blackshirts attached to
Legione two hundred and twenty-one, political chatter-
boxes of no mean order.
The Ogaden army was directed by an Ethiopian and by
two military missions, one consisting of two Belgians and
the other of three Turks. Dedjaz Nasibu, though a first-
class shot with an uncanny mastery over the clay pigeon,
had never fought a war before. Neither had one of the
Belgians.
As Farouk Bey said to me of the whole Belgian military
mission : " parmi les types la il j avait des avocats^ il y avait
des commercants > ily avait des comediens d'ailleurs" The Turks
were great fun. Wehib Pasha, an old man at sixty, sat
unshaven in his blue artificial silk zip-fastener shirt and set
into activity an imagination of unparalleled scope. Defence
was his continual theme. Wehib had been defending the
past since the Dardanelles. The secrets of his " deuxieme
Verdun " would, he promised Taylor, be revealed after the
war was over, would revolutionise defensive theory and
startle the General Staffs of Europe. And well they might.
A few miles south of Jijiga the Tug Jerrer runs close to the
Daggahbur road, and here lay Verdun in extenso* For
twenty kilometres over the hills quarter-circling Jijiga on
the south-eastern side, meandered two lines of trenches a
kilometre apart. They had taken three Ethiopian months
to dig, and were fitted with a parados behind instead of a
parapet in front, thus shrewdly exposing the soldiers within
them to the rifle-fire of the enemy. Firesteps were lacking,
so were telephones, and so in most places was water. Fifty""*"
small rolls of barbed wire had been set aside in Addis for
the peculiar use of the Ogaden : forty went to Sasabaneh

